Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach Andrew Stafford

Theme

Session date

Week 6

Team/Age Group

DRIBBLING WITH PASSING AND DEFENSE INTRODUCED
Players continue working on dribbling mastery while passing/shooting accuracy is introduced as well as
defending.

U6
Time available

45 minutes

NOTES
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RED LIGHT, GREEN LIGHT (5 minutes)
-All players need a ball.
-Coach is the Traffic Signal and calls out colors.
-Green light is dribble fast.
-Yellow light is slow.
-Red light is stop. If they don't stop on red, send them back to the beginning.
-Purple light is turn around and dribble back to the start as fast as possible.
-Encourage them to use the sole to drag the ball back to turn or to use the inside or outside of the
foot to turn around quickly.
-Players must stop the ball on the line under control once they make it across or else they go back
to the start.
-BUMPER CARS (10 minutes)
-All players need a ball.
-Setup a 10x15 grid.
-Players drive around the grid by dribbling.
-Players BUMP other cars by kicking their ball into other balls (on the ground).
-If a player gets bumped five times or if their ball gets bumped outside the grid, have them go see
the Mechanic (coach) to get some Repair Work.
-Repair Work can include fitness, foundations, toe-taps, moves, dribbling with a particular surface,
etc.

SHARKS AND MINNOWS (10 minutes)
-All players start with a ball on one line.
-Coach starts as shark and tries to steal balls from minnows (players) as they dribble past.
-If a ball is stolen and kicked out of bounds, that minnow becomes a shark.
-Each round starts with "Swim Fishies Swim" or a funny song that you make up.
-Last minnow dribbling starts the next game as a shark.
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MATCH
-Play 3v3 with no GKs.
-Use Altitude U5 Modified Game Rules to help teach the kids the game of soccer.
-If you have parents, they may act as bumpers to keep the ball in bounds. Otherwise, use kick-ins
for all restarts (pass or dribble).
-Let the kids play as much as possible, using natural stoppages to teach them about the game.
Use Guided Discovery as much as possible -- "The blue kicked the ball in the goal, what do we call
that? (a goal!) What do we do next? (kickoff at midfield) Who gets to take the kick? (red team)" etc.
Play for seven minutes, take a break, switch sides, and play a second half of seven minutes.
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